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The saying “cheap is not necessarily inexpensive” is becoming more important within 

mobile display advertising. In particular regarding the creative/banner that is being served. 

A pleasant or unpleasant experience (for the end user) is dependent on the quality and 

content of the creative/banner. How does the agency or advertiser deal with this?

It is no secret that executors of mobile display advertising more and more start thinking in terms 

of “how to ensure minimal interference”. Range, either by a specific whitelist or other form of 

targeting, is almost never an issue. However, realising when your campaign reached its target 

audience, but at the same time is not disturbing for owners of devices which do not belong to 

the target group is difficult. Although feasible.

WHICH CREATIVES/BANNERS OR SITUATIONS INCREASE THE DISTURBING FACTOR? 
1. Creatives/banners that do not render well from the start. Think of a corrective resolution  

 or simply an unsuitable format.

2. Crosses (often in the right corner of the creative/banner) that move or provide a click  

 through to the landing page, while this isn’t necessarily needed. 



3. Creatives/banners that are experienced as pushy. This often involves a full-page that is  

 not user friendly.

4. The overall level of the creative/banner is too low. Think of:

 a. Clashing colours

 b. A “paint-like” format

 c. Amateurish looking text links

 d. General low level of formatting

5. Video creatives that are shaky, render or crash due to the available bandwidth not being  

 big enough.

6. A message that does not match the wishes or needs of the visitors (target audience)  

 from the publisher. Think of serving a Disney movie in Elsevier or a game in the 

 financial.telegraph.

-A message that doesn’t match the wishes or needs of the visitors from deployed publisher – is 

a situation that can be avoided through proper campaign formatting. The remaining situations 

can be avoided through the format and technical specifications of the creative/banner. 



Why is it useful and feasible to invest in a high quality creative/banner?
1. The costs for a qualitatively creative/banner set are decreasing. Companies like   

 Bannerwise specialise in making affordable, qualitatively creative/banner sets. This  

 specialisation allows the business to be profitable while delivering affordable high quality  

 products.

2. There are more and more tools/services/platforms available that offer a digital designer  

 the possibility of achieving (very) high-end creatives/banners. The possibilities start with  

 simple image banners and go up to high-end rich media creatives. Suppliers of Mobile  

 Display Advertising that employ designers that simultaneously are skilled with tools such  

 as Celtra and Adgibbon are able to deliver banners that can compete with material that  

 is created by specialised digital creative agencies. And all of this for only a small percent 

 age of what a creative agency would charge. This difference is price can reach up to  

 80%. 

WHAT (NEW) 
POSSIBILITIES ARE 
THERE WITH REGARDS 
TO RICH MEDIA?



INTERSCROLLER
The interscroller is integrated into the content of the 

publisher. This is in contrast to a “normal” full-page 

banner. Through scrolling, the banner “folds out” 

within the content. This is substantially less disruptive 

compared to a full-page banner. 

Check interscroller 

http://mobilefirst.works/interscroller

MINISCROLLER
Like the normal interscroller, the miniscroller is 

integrated into the content, but only covers half (or 

less) of the mobile screen on which it is visible. The 

dynamics of the background are even more visible. 

Additionally, there is plenty of affordable inventory

in this particular format. 

Check miniscroller

http://mobilefirst.works/miniscroller 
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REVEALBANNER
The revealbanner starts off as a subtle small format. 

Through swiping the banner, it will expand (in a natural 

way). The format allows to provide a “sneak-peek” 

regarding the final proposition. Additionally, there 

is continuing animation regardless of the size of the 

format. 

Check reveal banner

http://mobilefirst.works/reveal-banner

REACTIVE PULL
This is a very prominent and premium format. 

Preferably used on premium publishers that have an 

audience with an interest in the relevant proposition. 

This is due to the prominent character. Through 

swiping the banner down, the format will expand 

and by swiping the banner back up, it will disappear. 

Additionally, a reactive reform and crossfade effects 

appear (if desired).

Check Reactive Pull

http://mobilefirst.works/reactive-pull

http://mobilefirst.works/reveal-banner
http://mobilefirst.works/reactive-pull


SWELLBANNER
The Swellbanner varies from size depending on the 

increase or decrease of one’s drag gesture on the 

screen, indicating a user friendly format. Also, the low 

cost of creation are seen as highly beneficial. 

Check Swellbanner 

http://mobilefirst.works/swellbanner

VIDEO
Mobile video ads are an art in itself. Implementing 

video creatives on mobile requires some extra 

attention. Professional advice is desired regarding 

the technical campaign setup. Often, the impact is 

huge. New tools also provide the opportunity to create 

video banners for lower rates (purchase/deployment 

and creation). It is possible to create a video banner 

through a simple mp4 file. There are also more and 

more tools available in which a video can be built from 

scratch (without the intervention of a video production 

company).

Check mobile video ads

http://mobilefirst.works/mobile-video-ads

http://mobilefirst.works/swellbanner
http://mobilefirst.works/mobile-video-ads


CONCLUSION
Even with lower campaign budgets, it is useful or even necessary to create qualitative creatives 

specifically for mobile. Specialised companies make qualitative sets for sharp prices. In addition, 

there are tools and platforms available that allow designers to fabricate high-end rich media for 

only a small percentage of the (cost) price that professional creative agencies would charge. 

This difference in price can reach up to 80%. 

Above all, it is important for the entire market to realise that everybody benefits from qualitative 

creatives/banners. Also, it is critical that the (technical) executor arranges the campaign with the 

additional aim to detect as little as possible disturbing factors. It is an additional but necessary 

approach.  
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